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December 2020, FROM THE TOWER …. K.J. QUINN
Merry Christmas and Happy Chanukah to all our members, family and friends. By the time you read this
Thanksgiving should be by us and I hope everybody had a Happy Thanksgiving. We have got a few things to
talk about so let’s get right into it. November 7th happened. That’s right, we had our division show with our
partners NYSME. We pulled off an interior train show within the restrictions brought down upon us by the
state. The show was a success, and everybody had a good time. It was great to see our members and friends
buying and selling trains again. It was nice talk and catch up with everybody. Our treasurer Craig Kasmin
made METCA masks just for the show. If we must be compliant METCA is going to do with style. Sue
Zieleniewski was making sure we kept our masks on, in true Quinn fashion, I was yelled at and punished many
times throughout the day. Of course, it was all in good fun. John and his wife Sue are great people to hang
out with and are always supportive of the division. Back in October, the METCA table was set up at The Train
Doctor’s parking lot sale and open house. It was pretty much a word of mouth type event and again it was
great to hang out with our train collecting family. Thanks go out to former METCA officer and The Train
Doctor, Rem Hunnewell for hosting this event.

We are going to try to have some type of event before Christmas if we can get an outside venue. Keep
checking our website ( www.metca.org) or our Facebook page for updates. Speaking of our Facebook page, if
any members have pictures of METCA events, old or new, please feel free to post them on the page. Also, if
you have anything interesting in your collection or layout that you want to share, please do. We like to see
what our members are doing during these challenging times. On a more personal note, I want to thank the
division for nominating me for the position of TCA National Vice President. I hope I live up to your
expectations if I am elected. As you know our National President elect is Stu Rankin.
Remember 2021 is METCA’s 60th anniversary. Any member that wants to help with the planning can email or
call me. as always check out our website and Facebook for information.
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Metropolitan Division TCA – METCA Dues
Your 2021 METCA dues and paper “Waybill” subscription were due on November 1, 2020.
The database automatically debited every member’s account on that day. If there wasn’t a credit
in your account, your status is now delinquent.
Please take a moment to look at your membership card for the expiration date. If it says
December 31, 2020, you need to renew now.
Dues are $5.00 per year with the “Waybill” emailed You can also prepay for 5 years ($25.00)
and get the 6th year free.
If you prefer a paper copy of the “Waybill” please add $10.00 per year for postage.
You can pay online at our website www.metca.org using Paypal or mail a check made out to
METCA to METCA Secretary, 321 Lamberts Mill Road, Westfield, NJ 07090-4738
If you are not sure when your membership expires please contact the secretary at
secretary@metca.org

A New Beginning

by Scot Kienzlen

Hello, METCA MIGS!
Some of you know, some might care, and still others go, “Scot WHO”??
Welp, you former Division President all but disappeared just prior to METCA’s National
Convention sponsorship due to a debilitating divorce: but that’s old news, and I’m thrilled that
the convention was a success.
I’ve resurfaced in South Carolina, retired from my Conductor’s duties with NJ Transit,
and living with my wife of two-plus years, Beth. We’re just outside of Columbia in a house with
NO BASEMENT! Can you IMAGINE??!! But while we work on repair and restoration in the
house (basic maintenance was neglected for years by renters), we’re enjoying the backyard pool
and planning for a train room.
If I have my way, it’ll be home to a postwar-style Lionel display layout, an HO layout
(Beth’s favorite) and a standard gauge layout. If I have room for the Aurora HO slot cars, we’ll
include that fun, too!
In the meantime, we’ve set up a couple of loops on a 6x8 platform, in a room
overcrowded with a keyboard, corner bar and train repair bench.
I’m keeping active with the TCA in the South Eastern Division (SETCA~ I *almost*
don’t have to change my monogram) as the editor of their newsletter, The Coupler. The division
is a different animal than METCA due to geography; we cover all of South Carolina, North
Carolina and up into Virginia at the Richmond/Staunton border. I’ve found a GREAT train
hobby store (New Brookland RR and Hobby Shop; Joe Rucker, prop.) about 30 minutes away
from me, and Norfolk Southern is keeping the 1:1 scale rails polished.
On a personal note: I am pleased with, and proud of, your METCA Board of Directors.
They are serving their members (you!) and moving METCA in a very positive direction. I wish
them continued support and success; I hope you’ll join me in helping that happen.
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THE TRAIN DOCTOR’s Open House / parking lot event. Kevin Quinn -98-47167
On October 10th this year The Train Doctor (Rem Hunnewell) held an outside event in his parking lot. There were about
10 vendors who opened their car trunks or popped a few tables out in the lot. All sorts of trains were displayed in the
lot for sale. There were new trains, old trains, accessories and parts. The METCA table was set up and we had our cars
for sale as well as informational items. We had people from all over attend the event. Some came from NYC, North
Jersey, South Jersey and even our good friend from Mass. Marty Visnick came down to participate in the event. We met
new people, ordered pizza for lunch and had a great time hanging out in the parking lot.
One important fact we did not know about Rem, that he is a famous author. One of the vendors found an old TCA
Quarterly. In it was an article that Rem penned a long time ago. The lovely lady who turns out to be a fan of the Train
Doctor had him autograph the article. LOL. good times. You never know what’s going to happen at a meet in NJ. LOL
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Donald Marciano, Hackettstown NJ

PROJECT #1
I was looking to add a companion car while running my Four Car Work Train Set No. 2235W. I thought this added car
should complement the engine heading this set, the black and orange Number 2338 Milwaukee Road GP-7.
I looked through my rolling stock and did not find anything suitable. I then decided this could be a fun project, so I
started to look through my scrap box. After rummaging through the box, I found two Lionel Diesel Motor Housings, part
Number 6520-17. I also discovered a long length of a small metal chain. In addition, I also found two plastic bulkheads
from a modern-era Lionel flatcar. It was then I decided to combine these components onto a Lionel 6424 flatcar.
I started working on the flatcar. I removed the metal automobile holding rack by drilling out the rivets. The Diesel
Motor Housings were molded in orange. Unfortunately, the housings were two different shades of orange. To make the
color consistent, I spray painted them with Testors Gloss Orange. I attached the housings to the flatcar using 3M
double-sided foam tape. The next step was to attach the bulkheads by drilling holes into the flatcar that match the tabs
on the bulkheads. These were then glued on using Plastruct Plastic Weld Cement. At this point, the flatcar looked like it
was missing something. I decided that the load would look more realistic if it was held on with the chains. I strung the
chains through the eyelet and the top details of the housings. The chains ran through the existing stake holes and were
attached underneath, using small pieces of foam tape and pulled tight.

I am pleased with the outcome on this project. To me, it looks like a flatcar that Lionel could have produced during the
post-war era and it is a nice addition to my Milwaukee Road Work Train.
So, the next time you are looking for a unique companion car that may or may not exist, start digging through your scrap
box. You’d be amazed at what you can do with what you find!
List of Materials:
Lionel Flatcar
Diesel Motor Housings (2)
Scotch 3M Indoor Mounting Squares
Testors Gloss Orange Spray Paint (or equivalent)
Plastruct Plastic Weld Cement
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Northlandz: A Layout That is Truly Never Finished
Ricky Sepe
In November 2018, Bruce Zaccagnino, builder and first owner of Northlandz sold the building to
local businessman Tariq Sohail of WBM International. Tariq and his company were looking for a new
warehouse. When they toured Northlandz as a potential site, they were amazed by what was inside.
Instead of tearing it down, Tariq decided to save it from the wrecking ball and preserve this truly amazing
place.
Northlandz sits on several acres of land in Flemington NJ, about 1 hour west from New York
City. It is home to a massive model railroad, a 3 ft gauge outside train ride, multiple pipe organs,
hundreds of dolls, and priceless works of art. In a previous article, my coworker Joe Zimmerman
discussed his role in the early months of the new ownership. To read his article, see the METCA Waybill
from January-March 2020. After months of cleaning, repairing, and fixing up the place, Northlandz was
finally in a position where the exhibits could be changed to make them more interesting to the public. In
this article, I will discuss how we improved Northlandz by adding lights, animations, and sounds. Credit
is given where it is due. The work that was completed could not have happened without the efforts of the
entire Northlandz team.
During the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic, we had a lot of time on our hands. Schoolwork and fulltime work were at a minimum, and there was nothing much to do. During the lockdown and when no
customers were coming through, employees had lots of time to make significant changes to the layout.
Following COVID rules, we made a plan and got to work.
We started with the snow scene. It was dirty, dark, and a bit of an eye sore. The buildings were
dusty and there was no action going on. Engineer Nick started the renovation process by removing all the
buildings and cleaning them, as well as repainting some scenery and dusting off difficult to reach areas.
After that we installed lights on the top of the display and covered them with ceiling tiles. You may ask,
why would you block the light by covering it? The reason was on the wall behind the scene there are lots
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of tiny holes with a mirror behind them. When light is reflected on the mirror, the light shines through the
holes, giving the illusion that there are stars in the display. In addition to the stars, the buildings were lit
from underneath with a shop light. Since the buildings are so close to one another, we installed shop
lights underneath the town, and the light came up through the holes in the floor where the buildings sat.
This saved time and money because we were able to light up a lot of buildings in a short amount of time.
Several streetlights were also added to the scene, giving visitors a chance to see how we pay attention to
every detail.

After the scene was put back together, we put new trains on the tracks and concluded the project.
Our next major project was right next to the snow scene: the airport.
Another eye sore, the airport was in desperate need of revival. I installed 188 LED lights lining
the runway and taxiway, as well as a small light in one of the airplanes. The airport is a great example of
all 3 types of enhancements that we are adding: lights, animations, and sounds. For animations, we added
a small puck motor underneath a helicopter, and attached a dowel to the blades of the helicopter. When
10

turned on, the motor spins the blades, giving the illusion that the helicopter is getting ready for takeoff.
For sounds, we have a button that when pressed, plays the sound of an airplane taking off.

This discusses just a small part of how we are improving Northlandz. As time goes by, visitors will see
more interactive and interesting exhibits to enhance their visit. To learn more about how Northlandz is
changing, visit our Facebook page: Northlandz Model Railroad Museum, to view behind the scenes
footage, as well as weekly livestreams where we discuss a section of the layout and what we are doing to
it. The best way to see the improvements is to visit for yourself. We are located at 495 Route 202,
Flemington NJ, 08822. We are handicap accessible and we follow COVID rules. For more information,
visit www.northlandz.com or email info@northlandz.com.
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Carlisle & Finch Oddities and History
Today we think about the companies that made it through two world wars, the great depression and
ever-changing landscape in model trains. Besides a small few, there aren’t many left. However, one
company stands out as they went from toy trains to a leading manufacture of naval equipment, Carlisle
& Finch. Today, C&F is still going strong making search lights for ships. Below is their story, very
fascinating.
FIRST in Electric Trains, FIRST in ARC Searchlights! – About The C&F Co. – Brief History

C&F CXC
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Take a Virtual Tour of our new (CXC) Customer Experience Center!

Original Carlisle & Finch
Headquarters
The business was started July 1, 1893 by Robert S. Finch and Morten Carlisle. Both were about age 21
and had technical college degrees. The business initially was a repair shop, a Cincinnati Branch Office of
the General Electric Co. This office operated as a repair shop to take care of G.E. armatures,
transformers, and arc lamps of their own make. R.S. worked in the lighting department and M.C. in the
street railway department.
During July 1, 1894 the repair shop moved to a larger building in downtown Cincinnati and before the
second year had passed it became evident to the owners that to continue in business they would have
to manufacture a product.
That product became the world’s first toy electric train line. Mechanical wind-up toy trains that ran on
tracks were in existence, but not trains run by electric current. This idea was developed to a
considerable extent and soon all sorts of toy train engines and cars were in production. All operated on
2-inch gauge tracks and all were made from metal and designed to high detail with bright and colorful
stenciling.
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During the height of the electric toy train business the company employed a high of around 120
employees. Besides toy trains, many other electric novelties were made and sold such as automobiles,
boats, incline planes, experimental electricity and magnetic science sets, and others, as well as water
driven dynamos to power the toys.
The firm was incorporated on April 17, 1897 and again moved to a new location.
It was in this new location, along with the toy train line, that a line of marine and industrial gasoline
engines were manufactured, Clifton Marine Engines and engine ignitors.

One of the early product offerings of Carlisle & Finch
The first open arc searchlight was designed, made and sold by the Company, circa July 1, 1895, a year or
two after R.S. and M.C. were in business. Documented as historical fact is the following statement, “the
open arc searchlight was started early in the history of The Carlisle & Finch Co., and we are confident
that we were the first people to use a horizontal arc for a marine searchlight.”
At the beginning of World War I the Company could only obtain materials for the war effort, i.e., marine
lighting, in particular searchlights………many contracts were received from the U.S. Government as well
as large orders from foreign countries such as Greece, Spain, Norway, Russia, and others.
It was about this time that the Company did not return to the manufacture of toy trains nor marine
engines.
Morten Carlisle sold his entire interest in the Company to Robert Finch August 3, 1926.
Robert Finch’s son, Brent S. Finch, was made President of the Company and as the history is noted “the
business, feeling the effect of new young blood, began to expand immediately” and became entirely
devoted to outdoor marine lighting.
At the end of WWII, Brent S. Finch’s son, Brent R. Finch became employed and it was at that time three
(3) generations of Finches worked at the Company.
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More business expansion ensued.
Shortly thereafter, in 1950, the company again relocated to a new location……..4562 West Mitchell
Avenue in Cincinnati, Ohio where there was land to build a new factory. “The new factory is located in
the heart of the truck hauling industry; it combines nearness to the heart of Cincinnati, with a country
air, and is well above any high water stage of the Ohio River.
Over 126 Years of Searchlight Expertise…
Since that time in 1895, The Carlisle & Finch Company has become the world leader for the highest
quality and brightest searchlights made. The Company enhanced its reputation as the industry leader
when it pioneered the development of high intensity xenon arc searchlights.
Today, the Company is being run by the fourth Generation team of 2-brothers, Kurtis B. Finch –
President, and Garth S. Finch – Senior Vice President. This owner/management team is continuing to
lead the Company to remain the standard for our US Navy and Coast Guard (including aid to navigation
coastal lighting), the national and international commercial marine industries, as well as the world’s
most prestigious yacht builders.
The Carlisle & Finch Company, an ISO 9001:2015 with Design company, today manufactures an
extensive line of marine searchlights intended for heavy duty ship board use and land based security
applications……..an extensive line of searchlights using halogen and xenon short arc as light sources, as
well as an emerging line of LED searchlight products. Specialty and custom searchlights compliment the
product line, for unique applications requiring all sorts of embedded cameras, from low light to thermal
imaging and much more. Total manufacturing square footage is approximately 35,000 and filled with all
sorts of manufacturing equipment, machinery, etc. from CNC machining centers to automated Powder
Coating along with many skilled craftsmen for operation.

Carlisle & Finch headquarters today.
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In 2016, the 13,000 sq. ft. expansion and renovation was completed to Carlisle & Finch general offices,
of which included a new engineering office, electronic assembly area and product development
lab. This unique office building, named the M/V Brent R. Finch (after Kurt and Garth’s father) is a one of
a kind architectural design with the exterior honoring the commercial towing and workboat industry
with a shipbuilder’s interior detail signifying our relationship with elegant and custom built yachts the
world over. Upon a visit one can see the history of the past and history in the making………..the rooftop
is an observation deck as any commercial marine vessel has and will serve us as a demonstration site for
the company’s technologically advanced and ever improving product line, including searchlights to be
controlled by “The Internet of Things” and LED searchlights of all sorts, shapes and sizes.
QUALITY and RELIABILITY since 1894!

Source: About (carlislefinch.com)
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Bob’s Christmas G scale layout
“This time of year, my thoughts turn to my outdoor G scale Christmas display that I set
up for 35 years. It all started about 40 years ago.
My son Keith was about 14; he worked in TrainWorld Brooklyn. My wife and I went next
door for a Christmas Eve toast. When we got home, Keith had an LGB starter set
running around the living room and dining room.
He said Merry Christmas Dad, the set is yours! That Christmas we set the set up in the
back yard. It wasn’t much, just the track. We lived in a row house that didn’t have a
basement; which is why the 0 Gauge was packed away. The front garden was a rock
garden. The following Christmas I negotiated to use the front garden.
I purchased used LGB track and proceeded to construct a railway snaking between the
rocks and plants in an oval at basically the outer edge of the garden.
The garden was bordered by the house, a wrought iron fence at the sidewalk, a
wrought iron fence and my neighbors’ stoop on one side; and a very low brick wall on
the other side. (A “stoop” is a Brooklyn term for a set of brick steps at the front of a
home.)
I used the brick wall as my roadbed for one side.
I bought a church and a house at a show; they were very light and had to be wedged
between rocks to keep them from blowing away.
A few years later a friend was breaking down his layout and offered all of the buildings
to me. They were all the premium heavier buildings; including the church, station,
water tank, hotel, and saloon.
I started mounting the track on 1x3s and then only had to make track connections at
the corners. The next year another friend came upon a deal of LGB engines. He passed
on the savings to me and I picked up the Colorado Southern, and a smaller American
engine that also had a powered tender as well as a trolley.
I set up a track that ran up the middle of the garden and then curved to meet the “Main
Line” at the station. I purchased a reversing circuit, so the trolley travelled back and
forth laying over at each end for a few minutes.
I picked up some American passenger cars and began favoring the little #2 and 2
passenger cars less and less. Then one day my Dad stopped over and when He saw the
number 2; he told me that he rode on that engine as a boy. He said that his
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Grandfather was the engineer in a factory in Germany. That’s when I knew that #2
would be part of the Christmas display for a long time.
I had picked up some American style passenger cars to run with the Colorado Southern.
I soon learned that the tight turns and slight grade from the front of the garden up to
the house was too much and the engine was slipping. I eventually traded the passenger
cars.
I started the routine of trying to find a different 4 wheeled passenger car every time I
went to York.
One year I decided to create a Christmas train. I got a deal on 5 Lionel large scale flat
cars. I made a Lionel large scale box car the conversion from hook and loop to knuckle
couplers. The Colorado Southern was on the point.
Other cars that were added along the way included; a high sided gondola which I stood
Christmas trees in, an REA heavyweight combination car, a gondola with Santa in his
sleigh, a work caboose with gifts, and a Christmas caboose. Of course, the weight issue
returned so the little #2 was added on the end as a pusher.
The CS had a bell/whistle feature that was activated by magnets in the track. My wife
objected to this because she thought it would annoy the neighbors. I took apart a floor
toy that had a nice sounding sound system.
I mounted the small circuit in a plastic box that screws came in and attached it to the
wrought iron fence at the walk. I connected it to mini speakers from a tape player.
When people came by, I told them to ring the bell and blow the whistle. I had quite a
lot of traffic in front of our home during the Christmas season.
I settled into a routine from year to year. I reached an agreement with my Wife that I
could have the garden starting the last weekend in November or first frost which ever
came first; and my wife wouldn’t plant any perennials in my right of way.
So starting a few weeks before Christmas I would run the #2 passenger train, which
grew into an 11 car train, until a few days before Christmas. Then the Christmas train
ran until New Years; followed by a logging train headed up by a Bachmann Shay.
The Christmas train flatcars became log cars. One year I had a business trip at the end
of January. The trains were in; but the track was still down. There was a snow & ice
storm that froze the track to the ground until late March. This resulted in an
amendment to the agreement. The track would be removed by January 6.
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Most times the trains ran in the evening till 11 PM during the week, and 12 -14 hours a
day on the W/E. The last 3 years of my work were at home except when I was
travelling. So, the trains would run from lunchtime till 11 PM.
My home office was in a rear BR; so, I had a camera positioned at the front BR window
looking down on the garden. It was hooked up to a 5” TV on my desk.
It took about a minute for the train to make a full circuit; so, I would glance at the TV
every so often. If I saw the train, I was good, if I didn’t, I’d wait the minute for it to
appear. When it didn’t, I would go down and check it out.
It amazed me that some days it would run 12 hours without a fault and others were a
disaster. I soon learned that the LGB hook and loop couplers were very finicky.
Depending on the strength of the plastic centering spring it made a difference which
hook was on the left and which was on the right. Set up the wrong way and one car
would derail the other on a curve.
Squirrels, blowing leaves and small branches were also causes for derailments.
The trains ran in all kinds of weather; although there would be changes in the consist
depending on the weather. A really windy day would sometimes reduce service to a
lone trolley car running on the mainline. Snow wasn’t a problem unless it was wet and
heavy. I would add an engine to keep them running.
Sometimes it would be a lash up of 3 engines just to keep the line open; all the while
hoping that the snow would stop before 11 PM.
Freezing rain was a killer; a glaze would stick to the track and that halted everything.
There were times I would try to fight it by using an alcohol sprayer. Sometimes I won.
The snow would take over when I shut down for the night; I had a wedge snow plow
mounted on a gondola. I put a brick in the gondola so it wouldn’t derail when it hit a
drift.
It all came to an end a year or two before we moved to NJ. There was snow an ice in
the garden and there was a derailment at about 9PM. I gingerly tiptoed around the
rocks and got it cleared; all the while thinking, if I fall how will I ever get up.
When I got back inside and settled in my chair; I texted the kids and told them that
they had to pick up the G scale after Christmas or it would be sold. End of an era.
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Three days after we moved into our new home; I was invited to join a group that was
forming to put a Christmas layout in the community clubhouse. But that’s a story for
another day.
Regards,
Bob in Colt’s Neck Crossing, NJ”
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And finally, a video of the layout in action:
Bobs christmas montage - YouTube
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So, You Want to Run a Train Show
Some of our members have inquired about running a METCA Train Show or what is involved in running a train show.
Following are the guidelines and recommendations for planning and running a train show. Our BOD members will be happy to support and
answer any questions or concerns that might arise. METCA members will be there on the day of the show to assist and lend support.
You should allow a leeway of at least 6 months in advance of the show date to get the word out and line up vendors. METCA can supply a list
of our previous venders.
The average size of the hall, should be like a basketball court, church bingo hall, school all-purpose room, Legion Hall, etc.
Some churches do not rent their space on Sunday since the parking lot will be filled with parishioners. A Saturday show is totally fine.
Planning and Running Guidelines.
1. Pick a date that is not in conflict with other shows in driving range or the venue. Established vendors will drive further than attendees for a
show. Have 2 alternate dates available. Contact the METCA Secretary for area shows. secretary@metca.org
2. Secure a venue with no steps loading, ample parking and 8-foot rectangular tables. (Tables could be rented from an outside source. but they
are about $12 + each and will incur a delivery charge.) 6-foot tables are also OK but the per table price will have to be adjusted accordingly.
3. You need a signed contract with a reasonable price tag; METCA provides deposit and we get insurance through TCA National. Send a copy
of the contract for review and approval to METCA before it is signed by either party.
A. You need a “go to” person representing the venue. This person should be available during the entire show.
B. Get a decent unloading time. Venders like 1-2 hours to set up.
4. Create and distribute flyers (METCA has in house printing and an ad hoc distribution network).
5. Work with METCA Secretary to get the word out.
6. Receive table payments up front and allot space, issue name tags for venders. Reserved tables must be paid for 2 weeks prior to the show. A
waiting list will be made from unpaid tables. Reserved tables will be held until 9 AM.
A. Avoid reservations with “I’ll pay at the show.” These guys usually jump to another show at the last minute.
7. Gather a committee of workers that are self-starters for onsite show setup and activities. Delegate assignments to responsible people. As the
show chair you will have enough to do without overseeing other activities. Assignment examples can include, signs & banners, table layout &
spacing, name tags, kids’ activities, raffle door prizes, advertising, door registration.
8. Arrange for hall setup, table labels, sign placement.
9. Get 2 - 3 people to man the door and collect admissions. At least one of these should be someone you know well. Be vigilant about door
counts. METCA has counters. With 3 people 1 should be the counter, separating free and paid admissions. The cash in the box should equal the
number of paid admissions.
10. Allow space for 1 - 3 display layouts.
11. Arrange for kids’ activities.
12. Arrange for a food vendor (we favor a group from the venue run it).
Advertise free coffee in the morning.
13. Run hourly door prize drawings (gather door prizes).
14. Get a check from METCA for balance of rent, provide to venue representative.
15. Arrange for cleanup committee or a $50.00 payment to the venue and sign removal.
16. You are responsible for show receipts. Create a show report and itemize income/expenses.
17. Mail a check and the Show Report to the METCA Treasurer.
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Abandoned in METCA
A few hints in the picture, care to guess?

